Farmer feedback
on True Health’s Dr Paul’s animal remedies

Rose Galloway, Galloway Enterprises, Takapau, HB
“This stuff definitely works and works well. Son Hamish was sceptical and hasn’t been too keen on getting
involved in administering to the animals but he sees how effective it is and is happy to give the remedies to the
cows himself. Even the 2IC is telling me that it’s time to reorder – everyone is on board.”

Ged and Lee Goode, Tokoroa
“Using CEG Tincture on cows twice a day for four days and I’m very pleased with the results…having a lot more
success than with homeopathy. The Utter Relief is tremendously effective.”

Regan McLeod, RMF Limited, Tahuna, Waikato
“I have two cows with persistent mastitis that hasn’t gone away with first Mastalone and then Obernin. I gave
them Utter Relief on Friday afternoon and by Sunday evening they were really improving.”
“I used Nature’s Cycle H on 30 non-cycling cows and 22 of them came on heat within a couple of days. Nature’s
Cycle H definitely helped them do their thing… It was amazing. I couldn’t believe it, but I saw it happen. The
money I saved in not using CEDR’s is huge, plus now I won’t be inducing cows either. I definitely will be using it
again next year. I have no doubts about the product.”
Regan also had a cow with a long standing snotty nose which he gave remedies to and has seen the snottiness
break up and begin to clear. Regan’s comment – “It’s nice not to have to rely on penicillin.”

Mark Grimes, Manager, Oxford Farm, Tirau, Waikato
“Nine out of 13 cows taken out of the milking mob and given CEG Tincture and Utter Relief were back in the mob
in three days – 70% success rate.” He added aloe to the treatment of the remaining four cows and continued the
CEG and Utter Relief for another three days and those cows cleared up as well. One of those four had a clearly
infected quarter with pink clotted milk.
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Colin Oliver, dairy owner with son Clinton, Himatangi, Manawatu
“Utter Relief – is good stuff. It works. It knocks it back effectively with no milk withholding.”

Dave Loomans, dairy farmer, Matamata, Waikato
“The cows were heaps better this year at cleansing. First Step Tincture certainly made a difference. There was very
little pus or rotting material in the herd home or the pasture this year compared to last year – virtually nothing
– and no infected cows. I had the entire herd checked for metritis. In previous years I had around 30 cows test
positive for metritis. This year it was only 12 cows that had low grade uterine infections.“
“Utter Relief worked really well – it’s good value for money. Using just Utter Relief I got clearly superior results and
it cost me $18 instead of $180 for antibiotics…”

Kathleen Hughes Long, Woodville, Manawatu
“We are Biogro certified organic so we’re quite restricted in what we can use on unhealthy animals. For mastitis
we have used Utter Relief (three tubes in total) together with the following treatments: Poke Oil (which we rub on
any hard quarters - it also worked really well on udder oedema) and CEG tincture.”
“This season we’ve had four cows with mastitis and all four cleared up with True Health treatments. We’re
delighted with the effectiveness of these products. We have also had some cows with blood clots in their quarters
and we just rubbed the Poke Oil on the affected quarter until the swelling had gone - approx. four days, twice a
day. Thank you.”

David and Kerri Moore, Eketahuna
“We had Rotavirus go through our calves and it was heart-breaking to have to treat…calves were on antibiotics
and were still dying and still scouring. Phyllis advised us to use Calf Start and within 24 hours we noticed the
calves picking up and everything had completely stopped ‘shooting right through them’. The calves flew ahead
from that day on.”
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